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It is shown that for qn = 1 -j(n)/n with j(n) +n_,~, j(n)/n +n_ocl 0, the resulting bootstrap estimate 
of the quantile function of the sample q,-quantile has exact accuracy 0,(l/j(n)“4). This is a consequence 
of a functional central limit theorem for the corresponding inverse bootstrap processes. 
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Let X’ , . . . , X,, be independent and identically distributed random variables (r.v.‘s) 
with common distribution function (d.f.) F and let F-‘( 1 -j/n) be the parameter 
of interest, where jE{l,. ., n}, HEN. By G-’ we denote the generalized inverse of 
a d.f. G i.e., G-‘(p)=inf{t~R: G(t)>p}, p~(0, 1). 
Denote by F,,(t) := n-’ Cy=’ lC-a,fl(Xi), t E R, the empirical d.f. pertaining to the 
sample X’, . . . , X, and put 
The bootstrap analogue of G, is 
where F$ denotes the empirical d.f. pertaining to a sample of n independent r.v.‘s 
with common d.f. F,, (Efron, 1979). Since the latter probability depends on the 
outcome of X’, . . . , X,, we add the index n. With c,, := j”2/( nf( F-‘( 1 -j/n))), 
f= F’, it was proved in Falk (1989) that c,-‘(F,‘(l-(j-l)/n)- FP’(l-j/n)) is 
asymptotically standard normal under von Mises conditions on F ifj := j( n) +n+a 00, 
j/n +n+u 0. It is therefore convenient to consider the jth largest order statistic 
F,‘( 1 - (j - l)/ n) of the sample X, , . . . , X,, centered by Fp’( 1 -j/n). 
Bickel and Freedman (1981, p. 1210) observed that the bootstrap estimate Gzj of 
G, fails if j is fixed i.e., sup,,RIGz,( t) - G,,( t)l d oes not converge to zero in this 
case. On the other hand, the bootstrap estimator is consistent if j = j(n) satisfies 
j ‘n+m a,j/n +n-m 0. It was proved in Falk (1988, Theorem 2.2) that under suitable 
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conditions on F in this case, the following functional central limit theorem holds 
for the corresponding bootstrap process 
(j”*(G$(cnt)-G,(cnt))),,,’ (P(t)B(t)),,,, (1) 
where cp is the standard normal density, B a standard Brownian motion on R and 
c, := c,,~ =j”*/( nf( F-‘( 1 -j/n))). Th e analogous result for central quantiles has been 
established by Falk and Reiss (1989). 
Denote by @( * ) the standard normal d.f. Under the assumptions which imply 
(1) we have G,(C,t) +n+m Q(t) (see Falk, 1989, Theorem 2.1) and thus, 
Gnj%)/cn + n+m @-‘(a), Ly E (0, 1). 
Since (1) entails sup,,R] Gzj( C,t) - Gd( Cnt)l + n+m 0 in probability, we obtain also 
Gzj-‘(a)/c, +n+oo @-‘(a) in probability. Therefore, 
G*,-‘((u)/G,i’(a) - 1 in probability, 
n+‘x 
and consequently, 
is a confidence interval for F-‘( 1 -j/n) of asymptotic level 1-2~~. 
Note that the preceding considerations imply that the length Z(Zzj) of Zz satisfies 
I( Zzj)/c, s 2@‘( 1 - a) in probability. 
It was shown by Kaufmann (1988, Corollary 3.2) that I$ has level error 0(1/j”‘) 
which in view of (1) is surprisingly low. 
We will establish in the following a functional central limit theorem for the 
corresponding inverse bootstrap process (GG-l(a) - G;l(a))O,,,, which realizes in 
the space @O, 1) of those real valued functions on (0,l) which are left-hand 
continuous and have right hand limits. A sequence of stochastic processes V,, with 
values in D(O, 1) is said to be weakly convergent to a limiting process V in D(O, l), 
denoted by V, 9 V, if the pertaining restrictions ( V,,( (Y)),~,~~ converge weakly to 
( V((Y)),,,,~ in D[a, b], equipped with the Skorohod metric, for any O< a < b < 1 
(see Billingsley, 1968, Chapter 3, for details). 
Theorem. Suppose that F is differentiable in a left neighborhood of w(F) := 
sup{ t E R: F(t) < 1) ( E (-00, a]) with positive derivativej Define the function h(t) := 
log( f (F-‘( 1 - exp( - t)))) for large t E R and suppose that for some 8 > i, 
(C) h(t+s)-h(t)=O(e’) 
uniformly for large t and 0 < E < const. Then, if j = j(n) + n_oO 00, j/n + n_m 0, 
j,,4 Gt;‘b) - G;‘b) 
G > 
O<a<, Ji (B(@P’(~)))~<a<, . 
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Corollary. Under the assumptions of the preceding theorem we have for any interval 
[a,bl=(O,$ 01 [a,bl=(1,1), 
Remarks. (1) Condition (C) which is satisfied in standard cases, is a Holder-type 
condition on log( u’( t)), where u(t) = F’( 1 - exp(- t)) is the inverse cumulative 
hazard function (Pickands, 1986). Condition (C) is therefore closely related to the 
characterization of the differentiable domains of attraction of the univariate extreme 
value distributions in terms of log( u’( t)) as stated in Theorem 4.1 in Pickands (1986). 
(2) The preceding result reveals that the accuracy of the bootstrap critical values 
Gzjpl( 1 - LY), GEjpl(a) is only of order O(j-““), w h ereas the level error of Zzj is of 
precise order O(j-I”) (K au f mann, 1988). Since the level errors of onesided versions 
of Zzj are also of precise order O(j-“’ ), this low level error is not due to the fact 
that Zzj is a twosided interval. This observation also occurs in the case of central 
quantiles (Falk and Kaufmann, 1991). 
Denote by F,, the empirical d.f. of a sample of n independent and uniformly on 
(0, 1) distributed r.v.‘s. By elementary arguments we have the following representa- 
tion for any (Y E (0,l) and j E { 1, . . . , n - l}, n E N: 
G$-‘(a)- G;;(a) 





F-’ l_j-l p+JG A;;,‘(a) -F-‘(1 -j/n) , 
n > > 
(2) 
where 
and A,(t):=P{(n/j”2)(~~1(1-(j-l)/n)-(l-(j-l)/n))~t}~.,,~(t), tE[W, 
ifj=j(n) +n+mCO, j/n +n+ooO. 
Representation (2) is essential for the practical computation of Gzj-‘(cy) since it 
shows that the Monte Carlo computation, which is usually inherent in the bootstrap 
approach, can be avoided in our particular situation. In addition, it is crucial for 
the proof of our Theorem. 
Proof of the Theorem. We establish the assertion for the uniform distribution on 
(0, 1) first. In this case we have c, = j”‘/n. By Theorem 1.1 in CsijrgB et al. (1986) 
(with d = Cj in their formula (1.2), where C > 0 is sufficiently large) and repre- 
sentation (2), we can replace (~““/c,,)(G)~-‘((Y)- G;‘(a)) by (n”2/j1’4)(Z3,(1 - 
(j-l)/n+(j”*/n)AG’(a))-B,(l-(j-1)/n)) uniformly for a~[a, b]cR, B0 
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being a Brownian bridge. By writing B,(t) = B(t) - tZI(l), where B is again a standard 
Brownian motion on Iw, we can replace B, in the above representation by B. The 
resulting process equals ((n 1’2/j”4) B( ( jl’*/ n)A $‘( a))) urca,bl in distribution which 
by Lemma 1 in Kiefer (1969) is equivalent to ((n”~/j~‘~)~((j~‘~/n)~~‘(a))),,~,,~~. 
But this is the limiting process in our Theorem. 
Next we consider a general F. Representation (2), elementary transformations 
and Taylor expansion imply the following representation uniformly for (Y E 
[a, b]= (0, l), if n is large: 
G$‘((Y) - G;/(a) 
= 
F-~ pi1 1 j- 1 jl’* ( ( +-p;l(CY) 1) ( _F-l l_j-l -+J; &jycu) 
-(F-l(ill(ln~))_F-l(l_~)) n > 
=(F-l)f 1 j-1 I n-l/2 51p;1 ( jl’* ( ( l_j-1 n ~+-+w) +o( (3”‘))) n 
. n-‘/*P;, (1 -J++J2J d;l(a)) 
-(F-Y(l-;++(I+~)+$)) 
where tl, [*E (0, 1) and p;l(p)= n1’2(Fi1(p)-p), p~(0, l), is again a uniform 
quantile process. 
By using again Theorem 1.1 in Cs6rg6 et al. (1986) and elementary computations 
it is easy to see that sup~~~~-b~~~(1-(j-1)/n+(j1’2/n)A~~(a))~=Op((j/n)1’2). 
Consequently, 
=exp(h(-log(j/n))-h(-log(j/n)-log(l+O,(j~”2))))-exp(0) 
= oP( jpli4) 
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uniformly for (Y E [a, b] c (0, l), by condition (C) together with a Taylor expansion 
of log at 1 and of exp at 0. 




(G;;‘(a) - G,‘(a)) 
)-+~))+o,(l) 
and thus, the assertion follows from the first part of the proof. 0 
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